View Net Trunk Cable Splitter

The View Net Trunk Cable Splitter is used to attach Drop Cables to the Trunk Cable. The Splitter has three female BNC ports, labelled TRUNK IN, TRUNK OUT and DROP.

Features

• Bidirectional distribution of RF signals (2 MHz - 200 MHz) between TRUNK IN and TRUNK OUT/DROP.
• Unidirectional distribution of DC power (48 V, up to 2A) from TRUNK IN to TRUNK OUT/DROP.

Applications

• Controlling individual IGUs
• Providing connectivity for Sense devices

Warranty

The View Net Trunk Cable Splitter carries a warranty for a period of 5 years. Refer to standard warranty terms and conditions for more details.

Max Voltage 48 V
Max Current 2 A
Model Number VN-SPS-Y2

Part Number: VN-SPS-Y2